
Old Hindustan Tibet Road Drive



DAY 1 : ARRIVAL @ TETHYS

Narkanda at a height of 8,100 feet is around 440 kms away from Delhi and is a two hours drive from

Shimla. Narkanda is famous for its snow skis, Hatu peak, abundant nature and much more. We will

be staying at the colonial style built Tethys Himalayas perched amidst a thick cover of forest and

apple orchards. Located in the midst of the apple belt of Himachal, 65 Kms beyond Shimla on NH 22,

en-route to the Sangla valley (Kinnaur), this Narkanda resort offers a fairy-tale setting of nature and

views of Himalayas. Welcome drink on arrival thereafter allotment of accommodation. Evening

Bonfire and 2x2 snacks at Club Tethys followed by dinner.

DAY 2 : DARAN GHATI

Post Breakfast we set off into the most strenuous drive of our itinerary. The day is the test of your

driving skills on stone laden roads with many steep climbs. But all this is worth the mesmerizing view

stored. Daranghati once the game reserve of Bushahr dynasty, also popular for the legendary Old

Hindustan-Tibet Road that traverses through its expanse. Thanks to DaranGhati Sanctuary's

geographic condition, it's one of the best reserves in Himachal Pradesh to observe wildlife. The

subtropical wilderness in the Himachal Pradesh makes Daranghati Sanctuary a thrilling wonderland.

The place is famous for spotting the western tragopan. Evening on the hilltop with 360-degree view

in the vicinity of young Deodar forest. We will stay the night at our campsite at Daranghati enjoying

the Glamping by Tethys on the move.

DAY 3 : SHRAIKOTI TEMPLE TREK

Today we set up early for Shraikoti Temple, dedicated to Godess Durga and is situated on the top of

Shraikoti peak, at about 11,000 ft.  The location of the temple is sufficient to get one relieved from

the hassles of the world around, the panoramic view around the temple is worth and most important

and the highest of all is the divinity that engulfs.  Packed lunch will be served and yes bonfire and

overnight camping awaits you back at camp Tethys

DAY 4: BAGA SARAHAN

Post Breakfast we head into the eco-zone of Great Himalayan National Park  to reach the majestic

vale of Baga Sarahan, perched high above Bagipul. Its more of a goblet than a vale in fact, lying high

above the valley below- a world within a world, an enchanted territory. Today we leave you to enjoy

the silence of the mountains and to experience tranquility of mind.

DAY 5 : RETURN TO SHIMLA/CHAIL

Like all good things, this trip too comes to an end and we bid goodbye to the majestic mountains. We

return to the normal, shower, rest, party, bonfire, music.


